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About the Author 
Susan Hood has written more than 200 picture books.                 
She has received starred reviews in Publishers Weekly               
and Booklist, and her book Spike, The Mixed-Up Monster                 
won the 2013 International Latino Award and was               
selected for the Charlotte Zolotow Highly Commended             
List. The Tooth Mouse was named a 2013 Best Book of                     
the Year by Bank Street and the Cooperative Children’s                 
Book Center. Prior to becoming an author, Susan was a                   
children’s magazine editor at Scholastic and Instructor             
Magazine, a book editor at Sesame Workshop, and the                 
Children’s Content Director of Nick Jr. Magazine. Ada’s               
Violin is her latest nonfiction picture book and Lifeboat                 
12 is her first novel in verse. 
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This visit has been made possible by the               
Ridge Home and School Association! 
 
About the Books 
 
THE TOOTH MOUSE 

In many countries around the world, there is no such thing as            
the Tooth Fairy. Instead, there is the Tooth Mouse! This modern           
fable, set in Notre Dame Cathedral in Paris, tells how an aging            
French Tooth Mouse names her successor. Can little Sophie         
meet the three contest challenges? Can she prove she is the           
right mouse for the job of La Petite Souris? Illustrated in           
gorgeous watercolors, the book includes information about tooth        
traditions around the globe. 
 
SPIKE, THE MIXED-UP MONSTER 

Spike was a monster. Or so he thought. He’d shake his spikes,            
swoosh his tail, and bare his teeth. 
  
But el pato, el armadillo and el campañol weren’t afraid. All they            
could do was laugh at Spike. Until one day a real monster            
appeared.... 
  
This book, about the power of kindness, is based on a real            
endangered Mexican salamander called an axolotl. It includes        
facts about the animals and a glossary of Spanish words. 
 

PUP AND HOUND’S BIG BOOK OF STORIES: A               
COLLECTION OF 6 FIRST READERS 

Six of Pup and Hound's charming adventures are gathered here          
in one collection. With simple rhyming text and gentle humor,          
these stories of friendship between an unlikely pair -- one big           
and doting, one small and eager -- are just right for the beginning             
reader. 
 
ROOTING FOR YOU 
It's time for one little seed to come out of his shell. But he's              
afraid. It's a big world out there. There may be dangers! (Like            
monsters!) There are definitely obstacles. (Like rocks!) And while         
there's a good deal of uncertainty, he discovers that he has           
friends to help guide him on his way and root for him to have his               
day in the sun. 
 
LEAPS AND BOUNCE   

Look out, world! Something's up down at the pond. The ruckus           
started out small, but every day it's been growing by leaps and            
bounds. Follow tiny tadpoles as they start out as small, rounded           
eggs, and then sprout wiggly tails, before leaping their way into           
the big wide world! 
 
ADA’S VIOLIN 

Here is the extraordinary true tale of children living on a landfill in             
one of the poorest slums in South America and the man who            
saved them through music. 
 
The book tells the story through the eyes of Ada Ríos, a young             
girl who grew up in Cateura, a small town in Paraguay built on a              
landfill. She dreamed of playing the violin, but with little money           
for anything but the bare essentials, it was never an option...until           
a music teacher named Favio Chávez arrived. He wanted to give           
the children of Cateura something special, so he made them          
instruments out of materials found in the trash. It was a crazy            
idea, but one that would leave Ada—and her town—forever         
changed. Now, the Recycled Orchestra plays venues around the         
world, spreading their message of hope and innovation. 
 
 
SHAKING THINGS UP: 14 YOUNG WOMEN WHO             
CHANGED THE WORLD 
Fresh, accessible, and inspiring, Shaking Things Up introduces        
fourteen revolutionary young women—each paired with a       
noteworthy female artist—to the next generation of activists,        
trail-blazers, and rabble-rousers. The stellar ensemble of picture        
book illustrators include Selina Alko, Sophie Blackall, Lisa        
Brown, Hadley Hooper, Emily Winfield Martin, Oge Mora,        
Julie Morstad, Sara Palacios, LeUyen Pham, Erin K.        
Robinson, Isabel Roxas, Shadra Strickland and Melissa       
Sweet.  
 
In this book, you will find Mary Anning, who was just thirteen            
when she unearthed a prehistoric fossil. You’ll meet Ruby         
Bridges, the brave six-year-old who helped end segregation in         
the South. And Maya Lin, who at twenty-one won a competition           
to create a war memorial, and then had to appear before           
Congress to defend her right to create. 
  
And those are just a few of the young women included in this             
book. Readers will also hear about Molly Williams, Annette         
Kellerman, Nellie Bly, Pura Belprè, Frida Kahlo, Jacqueline and         
Eileen Nearne, Frances Moore Lappè, Mae Jemison, Angela        
Zhang, and Malala Yousafzai—all whose stories will enthrall and         
inspire.  



 
 

   

 


